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ABSTRACT: Eight measurements taken on the right calcaneus 
(maximum length, load arm width, minimum width, height of calca- 
neus, body height, breadth of the facies articularis talaris posterior, 
breadth and height of the facies articularis cuboidea) of a known 
contemporary Southern Italian skeletal population (40 males and 
40 females) were used to determine sex by multivariate discriminant 
analysis. Three functions revealed a correct sex-determination of 
85%. These functions were obtained by the association of the 
following parameters: maximum length, load arm width and breadth 
of the facies art. talaris post. (function no. 1); maximum length 
and breadth of the facies art. talarisposr (function no. 2); maximum 
length and height of the facies art. cuboidea and breadth of the 
facies art. cuboidea (function no. 3). These results may aid the 
forensic anthropologist when no other remains, useful for skeletal 
sex determination, are available. 
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Sex determination is one of the major challenges for the forensic 
anthropologist within a medicolegal context; it is considered an 
early step in personal identification from skeletal remains and it 
is indispensable for applying procedures to define race and age at 
the time of death. Skeletal sex may be determined by studying 
morphological parameters or performing quantitative analysis of 
selected skeletal measurements (1-3). 

Morphological analysis is usually applied to unfragmented skel- 
etal remains. It can yield accurate results only if used by experi- 
enced examiners. Quantitative analysis is more objective, 
repeatable and requires less technical experience. Furthermore 
quantitative analysis can be performed even on fragmentary skele- 
tal remains and therefore it can be useful in mass-disasters, natural 
calamities, charred bodies and criminal cases in which scattered, 
mixed or incomplete remains are recovered (4,5). 

In such cases, it is decidedly helpful for the forensic anthropolo- 
gist, to have some prior knowledge of the race or nationality of 
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the individual(s) to be sexed (6). In both cases the investigations 
could concern victims of various ethnic group; misclassification 
errors can occur if sex discriminant functions, obtained from a 
well-known population or from old skeletal collections, are applied 
to skeletal remains belonging to a different population or on a 
recent sample. Bone structure and size differences between popula- 
tions and within the same population over time can be so wide as 
to induce, if not correctly considered, gross misclassification errors. 
Furthermore the wide interchange among populations, the 
increased mobility, and the new waves of immigration, make it 
more and more important to have sex discriminant functions for 
each bone, obtained from different contemporary skeletal 
populations. 

This study is part of a research program to determine sex and 
stature from a well-known skeletal sample, carded out at the Foren- 
sic Medicine Institute, School of Medicine of the University of 
Bad, Italy (7-16). The final purpose is to supply forensic anthropol- 
ogists with formulae obtained from an Italian skeletal population 
that can be used world-wide on remains belonging (or supposed 
to belong) to Italians. 

In this research we applied multivariate analysis on calcanei 
measurements taken from a skeletal collection concerning the con- 
temporary Southern Italian population with sex, age, and time of 
death known. The purpose of this paper is to consider the reliability 
of determining sex from measurements of the calcaneus, the largest 
and most durable bone of the foot. 

There are very few studies regarding sex determination from 
calcanei measurements (17). In 1976 Steele, studying the Terry 
Collection (Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. USA) 
focused on the sexual dimorphism of the calcaneus and talus (18). 
He considered five calcanei and five tali parameters obtaining 
discriminant functions that allowed a correct sex-determination in 
79-89% of the examined sample. 

Materials and Methods 

Eighty unfractured and nonpathological right calcanei samples 
(40 male, 40 female) from skeletons in the collection at the Institute 
of Legal Medicine of the University of Bad and belonging to 
the contemporary Southern Italian population with time of death 
around 1970 and ages ranging from 25 to 80 years were analyzed. 
Eight measurements were taken by two examiners, separately and 
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at different times using sliding calipers graduated to 0.5 mm. The 
measurements considered were the following: 

-maximum length 
-load arm width 
-minimum width 
-height of calcaneus 
-body height 
-breadth of the facies art. talaris posterior 
-breadth of the facies articularis cuboidea 
-height of the facies articularis cuboidea 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 

[10] 
[121 
[13] 

Except for body height, all measurements follow Martin's numera- 
tion reported in brackets (19). Body height is defined as the greatest 
projected height of calcaneus measured from the highest point of 
the facies articularis talaris posterior to the lowest point of tuber 
calcanei. This measurement has been described and considered 
by Steele and by Krogman and Iscan (20). 

As in our previous research, for descriptive, statistical and dis- 
criminant analysis, we used a modified translation of Davies pro- 
grams n. 1 and 29 implemented in MS-BASIC on a microcomputer 
with an "INTEL 80386" microprocessor (21). Statistical analysis 
of each parameter including mean, standard deviation, standard 
error, variance and coefficient of variability was then carried out 
(22). The overlap between male and female samples (d/s) was also 
determined from the ratio of the mean difference and the mean 
standard deviation. The formula used was the following: 

d/s = (Xm - Xf)/,,/ '(nM s2M + nF s2F) / (riM + nF) 

- -  s2M, (Xm Xf = means; nM, nF = examined samples; s2F = 
variance in two samples) 

Univariate discriminant analysis was initially performed to indi- 
cate the efficiency of each measurement for sex discrimination [Z 
= ax; Z = output value of sex discrimination, a = bone measure- 
ment considered]. Multivariate discriminant analysis was then per- 
formed applying the Fisher formula: [Z = alxt + azx~ + . . . . . .  
a, Xn; Z = output value of sex determination; a~-n = bone measure- 
ments; Xl-,~ =- discriminant coefficients]. All possible combina- 
tions between the considered parameters were then automatically 
performed and the discriminant functions were listed for the highest 
sex-discriminant degree. The Davies program n,29 considered non- 
significant the functions with the determinant of covariance matrix 
<0.0001 and they were excluded automatically; anyway, in our 
sample, no functions were dropped either in univariate or in multi- 
variate analysis. 

R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n  

The results of descriptive statistical analysis with mean, vari- 
ance, standard deviation (SD) and distance between sex means (d/ 
s) are reported in Table 1. The larger female variance for maximum 
length (0.28) is related to a slight increase in this measurement 
observed in the young females (ages ranging from 25 to 45 years) 
of the present sample. The statistical analysis reveals that height 
of calcaneus is the measurement with the greatest sex difference 
(d/s) followed by the maximum length, the body height and the 
load arm width. 

The efficiency for sex determination of each parameter was 
tested using univariate discriminant analysis. The results are 

reported in Table 2. The maximum length was the parameter with 
the highest autonomous percentage of correct classification 
(83.75%), followed by the load arm width (77.50%), the height 
of calcaneus (76.25%), the body height and breadth fac. art. tal. 
post. (71.25%). The statistical and the univariate discriminant anal- 
ysis indicated that the maximum length, the load arm width and 
the height of calcaneus are the most sex-differentiated parameters. 

The association of the more sex-differentiated measurements 
does not always provide the best multivariate functions. In our 
results the best multivariate discriminant function was not obtained 
by the association of the best three parameters from univariate 
analysis. The best multivariate discriminant functions for sex deter- 
mination are reported in Table 3. 

Function no. 1 was obtained using three measurements (maxi- 
mum length, load arm width and breadth of the facies art. talaris 
post.); function no. 2 uses only two parameters (maximum length 
and breadth of the facies art. talaris post. ); function no. 3 associates 
three parameters (ma~mum length, breadth and height of the facies 
art. cuboidea). These three functions show the highest percentage 
of correct sex determination (85%). Functions no. 4 and no. 5 
show a lower percentage of correct classification (83.75%). The 
remaining functions have too high a percentage of misclassification 
to be considered. 

We have compared our results with those obtained from calcanei 
measurements by Steele in 1976. Steele obtained his results from 
studying a 70-year-old skeletal collection (Terry Collection) and 
he was conscious that the functions obtained could not have similar 
accuracy if applied to a present day American population. His 
study was based on a population smaller in foot-bone size than 
those of today and tends to misclassify larger females. Therefore 
Steele suggests that new studies should be carried out on recent 
bone collections. 

Furthermore, when analyzing his results, Steele considered the 
discriminant functions obtained from the calcaneus to be less accu- 
rate than those obtained from talus or from the both tali and 
calcanei measurements. He reported only one sex discriminant 
function using calcanei parameters. This function, obtained from 
the association of calcanei body height and the load arm width, 
allowed a 79% of accuracy in sex determination. Nevertheless in 
forensic cases and in mass disasters, the opportunity to determine 
the skeletal sex on isolated and fragmented calcaneus can occur. 
Furthermore the wide interchange between populations stresses 
the opportunity to use sex discrirninant functions obtained from 
the population to which the person belongs. 

Our results, from the analysis of a representative Southern Italian 
skeletal collection, confh'm and build on the results obtained by 
Steele. First of all, we present eight univariate discriminant func- 
tions (Table 2) and eight multivariate discriminant functions (Table 
3) obtained from calcanei measurements alone that allow sex 
determination even on fractured or fragmented calcanei. In addi- 
tion we present six discfiminant functions with a better percentage 
of accuracy (ranging from 85 to 80) than the one indicated by 
Steele (79%). 

The applicability of the Steele function to the recent Southern 
Italian population is allowed but it does not supply the best correct 
sex determination. Indeed (Table 3) function no. 7 (set up with the 
same calcanei parameters indicated by Steele) gives a percentage of 
accuracy of 77.5 if calculated on Italian measurements versus the 
79 obtained by Steele using the Terry collection measurements. 

Finally, our results can be considered free from the influence 
of the social-economic improved conditions noted by Steele in 
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TABLE 1--Descriptive statistical analysis and distance of  the population for  each parameter 

Male Female 

Mean Variance SD Mean Variance SD DIS 

Max imum Length 7.91 
Load Arm Width 4.19 
Min imum Width 2.84 
Height of  Calcaneus 4.52 
Body Height 4.68 
Breadth Facies art. talaris pos 2.60 
Breadth facies art. cuboidea 2.17 
Height facies art. cuboidea 2.45 

0.14 0.37 7.25 0.28 0.53 1.43 
0.13 0.36 3.75 0.08 0.29 1.38 
0.09 0.30 2.53 0.07 0.26 1.09 
0.11 0.33 4.00 0.10 0.32 1.59 
0.12 0.34 4.19 0.12 0.35 1.41 
0.05 0.22 2.32 0.05 0.23 1.23 
0.07 0.26 1.94 0.07 0.26 0.85 
0.06 0.24 2.24 0.06 0.24 0.88 

TABLE 2--Univariate discriminant analysis. 

Maximum Length 3.14 
Load Arm Width - -  4.27 
Min imum Width - -  - -  3.89 
Height of  calcaneus - -  - -  - -  4.88 
Body Height . . . .  4.10 
Breadth facies art. talaris post. . . . . .  
Breadth facies art. cuboidea . . . . .  
Height facies art. cuboidea . . . . .  
Section Point 23.80 16.97 10.43 20.81 18.20 
Percent Accuracy 83.75 77.50 68.75 76.25 71.25 

5.49 
- -  3.23 
- -  - -  3.67 

13.56 6.63 8.60 
71.25 66.25 68.75 

TABLE 3--Multivariate discriminant analysis. 

Function n. 1 2 3 
Parameters used 3 2 3 
Max imum Length 1.96 2.54 2.62 
Load Arm Width 2.39 - -  - -  
Min imum Width - -  - -  - -  
Height of  Calcaneus - -  - -  - -  
Body Height - -  - -  - -  
Breadth facies art. talaris post. 3.03 3.85 - -  
Breadth facies art. cuboidea - -  - -  1.39 
Height facies art. cuboidea - -  - -  1.25 
T2 63.82 54.51 45.96 
F value 20.72 26.91 14.93 
Degree of  freedom 3-76 2-77 3-76 
Centroid Male 33.48 30.11 26.87 
Centroid Female 30.29 27.38 24.57 
Section Point 31.89 28.75 25.72 
Percent Accuracy 85 85 85 

4 5 6 7 8 
3 3 2 2 2 
2.49 2.38 1.96 - -  - -  
- -  - -  - -  3 . 0 3  - -  

. . . .  1.14 

. . . .  4.35 
- -  - -  2.42 2.99 - -  
3.65 3.66 - -  - -  - -  
0.42 . . . .  
- -  0 . 9 1  - -  - -  - -  

54.71 55.31 49.28 56.02 52.04 
17.76 17.96 24.32 27.65 25.68 
3-76 3-76 2-77 2-77 2-77 
30.15 30.62 26.88 26.70 22.91 
27.41 27.86 24.42 23.90 20.31 
28.78 29.24 25.65 25.30 21.61 
83.75 83.75 80 77.50 76.25 

h is  r e su l t s  ( ob t a ined  f r o m  a 70 -yea r -o l d  ske le ta l  popu la t ion ) .  O u r  

r e g r e s s i o n  f o r m u l a  h a v e  b e e n  ob t a i ned  f r o m  a r ecen t  ske le ta l  col -  

lec t ion  c o n t a i n i n g  peop l e  e x p o s e d  to the  s a m e  s o c i o - e c o n o m i c  

c o n d i t i o n s  as today.  T h u s  our  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  c l a s s i f i ca t i on  c a n  be  

re la ted  e x c l u s i v e l y  to the  s e x  i n d u c e d  bone  d i m o r p h i s m .  

In  c o n c l u s i o n ,  we  s u g g e s t  tha t  our  d i s c r i m i n a n t  f u n c t i o n s  s h o u l d  

be  t e s ted  on  r ecen t  ske le ta l  co l l ec t ions  o f  d i f fe ren t  p o p u l a t i o n s  to 

c o m p a r e  the  d i f f e r ences  and  c o m p i l e  a l is t  o f  s ex  d i s c r i m i n a n t  

f u n c t i o n s  app l i cab le  wor ldwi de .  
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